
                    • Poor Math Skills

            • Poor Verbal Skills

       • Poor Spelling Skills

    • Poor Reading Skills

  • Fine Motor Problems

 • Poor Letter Recognition

• Poor Auditory Processing

 • Weak Immune Response

  • Poor Memory for Details

    • Misses Small Details

       • Poor Self Esteem

            • Poor Motivation

                    • Task Avoidance

• Awkward/Clumsy

• Hyperactive/Anxious

• Poor Non-Verbal Skills

• Impulsive/Lacks Focus

• Lacks Emotional Control

• Poor Reading Comprehension

• Obsessive/Repetitive Behaviors

• Immature Social Behavior

• Allergies/Autoimmunity

• Lacks Interest in Sports

• Misses the Big Picture

• Poor Eye Contact

• Space Invader

Left Brain & Right Brain
      WEAKNESSES

CHANGING LIVES IN OUR COMMUNITY 

WHEN SHOULD I START?
The longer we wait hoping that our 
children will simply “grow out of it,”  the 
more they will fall behind. NOW is the time 
to discover the cause of your child’s 
challenges and to uncover their true 
potential. Call us today to learn more!    

You See the Struggles,
WE UNDERSTAND THE CAUSE.

Rather than label your child, our program will uncover WHY they 

struggle and what we can do to change it. Their challenges are 

caused by areas of the brain developing at different speeds. This 

causes a breakdown in communication which is why you may teach 

your child the same things over and over and it doesn’t seem to stick. 

It also explains your child’s imbalance of skills - why they excel in 

some areas and struggle in others. Our short-term, holistic approach 

strengthens the weaker areas of the brain and builds connections to 

create lasting changes which enables your child to reach their 

potential. 

“My daughter had serious anxiety, she could hardly go 
to school.  Now she is happy and goes to school easily 
thanks to Brain Balance.” – Amy

“My daughter was diagnosed with dyslexia, school was so 
hard for her.  Now she doesn’t struggle at school and 
her grades have gone way up.” – Chad

“My son was irrational, erratic and defiant, now he can control 
his emotions.  Brain Balance changed his life.”  - Alyssa

SIGNS OF

OUR BRAIN BALANCE JOURNEY

Six years ago, our son Jack (age 11) attended the Brain Balance program 
and we saw dramatic changes. 

Previously, we were extremely discouraged after years of spending time, 
money and effort on private tutors, social skills courses, intensive 
behavioral therapy, medication and more while seeing only minimal 
changes in our child.

My mother told me about a new, revolutionary, drug-free program 
that had helped 1000’s of children like Jack. In 4 months, we saw 
more progress, improvements and changes than we had seen in the 
previous years combined. Brain Balance has changed our family forever. 
I left my career to help other families find Brain Balance first and save 
themselves the pain, struggles, heartache, financial burden and family 
stress that we experienced. 

.

Lori Luecking
Executive Center Director  

ACHIEVEMENT CENTERS

*Your child may have many of these or just a few. 
Some children have weaknesses on both sides.

EDWARDSVILLE
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The Luecking Children


